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Burlicchete, burlacchete, brignocchete, cucù: Il mondo della luna at Theater
Winterthur

Von Laura Servidei, 07 Mai 2022

Franz Joseph Haydn composed Il mondo della luna, based on a libretto of renowned Venetian playwright Carlo
Goldoni, in 1777, on the occasion of a wedding in his Esterházy patron's family. The story is typical of Goldoni in
its merciless satire on the rising middle class, their ambitions and weaknesses... but it’s really as silly as they
come. A self-taught astronomer, the elderly Bonafede, is duped by a fake astronomer, Eclittico, into believing
that there are people living on the Moon, who can be observed through his “telescope”. The objective of the ruse
is the old man's money and his consent for the marriage of his daughters, Clarice and Flaminia, to Eclittico and
the nobleman Ernesto.

Saveliy Andreev (Ernesto) and Ilya Altukhov (Bonafede)
© Herwig Prammer

In the plot there are several cynical and dark themes: the old man bullishly lusts after his servant, Lisetta, who
tries to extort money from him, while she’s in love with Cecco, another servant. When Bonafede looks through
the “telescope”, he sees on the Moon a world he likes very much: young girls available to old men, wives beaten
by their husbands, loving girlfriends mocked and ridiculed by their lovers.
Director Tomo Sugao emphasises the cynical, almost sinister aspects in his transposition of the action to a
retirement home in the present day. Bonafede is a patient, while Lisetta, Cecco and Ernesto work there as
nurses. The staff mistreat the old guests, pumping them full of drugs, which they also enjoy themselves;
Bonafede aggressively harasses Lisetta; Clarice and Flaminia cannot wait for their father to die so they’ll be free
to marry. Eclittico, a conman, pretends to be a doctor to gain access to Bonafede’s money: he shows him the
world on the Moon through virtual-reality goggles and, after a magic potion (LSD), Bonafede is transported to the
Moon, which is really the same retirement home, adorned as a psychedelic dream in the 60s of his youth. The
“Emperor of the Moon” is Cecco, dressed as an Oriental guru; everybody is smoking joints or bongs and
speaking a made-up language.

Leonardo Sánchez (Ecclitico) and Chelsea Zurflüh (Clarice)
© Herwig Prammer

The cynicism in the plot was pushed to the extreme as the two pairs of lovers “wooed” while each was
solipsistically wearing virtual-reality goggles, hugging and kissing whoever happened to be around. In the final
scene, instead of a happy ending with three weddings blessed by a mortified Bonafede, we had six young
lovers, each completely lost in their own virtual reality, unaware of the others, while Bonafede dies alone.
The idea is good and was well executed, the 60s costumes (Michaela Barth) were hilarious, and the young cast
was committed and effective in their acting this bizarre concept. It was, however, a very noisy production. Things
were constantly (and inopportunely) thrown around and smashed, the singers were moaning, screaming,
laughing, and sneezing when they weren’t busy singing; in the long run this became tedious and interfered with
the enjoyment of the music.

Ilya Altukhov (Bonafede) and Freya Apffelstaedt (Lisetta)
© Herwig Prammer

Joseph Bastian led the Musikkollegium Winterthur in a very lively performance, perhaps too lively at times, but
exciting and enjoyable. The cast comprised young members of the International Opera Studio at the Opernhaus
Zürich, and was overall extremely good. Manuscripts of the score exist with different voice types for different
parts (depending on the singers available to Haydn); this version was unusually presented with three tenors and
one bass in the male roles. Of the three tenors the one who stood out was Luis Magallanes as Cecco, who had
a knee injury and sang from the pit, while Pascal Pointet, part of the production team, acted the role.
Magallanes’ tenor was strong, secure on the high notes and beautifully projected. Pointet was very effective in
his portrayal on stage, at times mouthing the words for a very convincing effect. Ernesto was Saveliy Andreev,

whose tenor was lighter and also a bit less projected, albeit very graceful and well supported. Eclittico was
Leonardo Sánchez, another strong, enthusiastic tenor voice, again with a very solid technical support; his
performance on stage tended to suffer from some over-acting, perhaps a directorial choice. Ilya Altukhov, as
Bonafede, was very convincing as the old man (the make-up was remarkable), his bass-baritone smooth and
stylish.

Leonardo Sánchez (Ecclitico) and Ilya Altukhov (Bonafede)
© Herwig Prammer

Among the women, Ziyi Dai gave a wonderful performance as Flaminia, showing splendid, silvery high notes,
secure coloratura and remarkable breathing technique; she definitely won the applause-o-meter. Chelsea
Zurflüh sang Clarice with a soprano rooted in a strong middle voice, her tone golden and bronzed, another
singer with impressive breathing. The two of them would be a fantastic pair Fiordiligi-Dorabella, methinks. Freya
Apffelstaedt convinced as Lisetta, her alto warm and deep, her high notes beautiful and solid. All singers were
extremely committed and engaged, which resulted in a joyful, successful performance, a true confirmation of the
International Opera Studio’s rewarding work.
***11 

“director Tomo Sugao emphasises the cynical, almost
sinister aspects”
Rezensierte Veranstaltung: Theater Winterthur, Winterthur, am 5 Mai 2022
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WEITERE OPER KRITIKEN

Zwischen Gut und Böse: Andreas Homokis Les Contes d'Hoffmann in Zürich
Rainer Zerbst, 14th April
Andreas Homoki schafft mit seiner Neuinszenierung ein psychologisch raffiniert konstruiertes Gesamtkonzept.

****1

Vorspiel zur Revolution: Le nozze di Figaro an der Oper Zürich
Alexandra Richter, 8th July
Mozarts Figaro unterhält das Züricher Publikum mit einer kurzweiligen Inszenierung und hervorragender Besetzung.

***11

Rameaus Hippolyte et Aricie fasziniert in Zürich

Christoph Wurzel, 21st May
In Zürich zeigen die Regisseurin Jetske Mijnssen und die Barockspezialistin Emmanuelle Haïm welche Dramatik in JeanPhilippe Rameaus Oper Hippolyte et Aricie steckt.

*****

Manon als Influencerin der Belle Epoque in Zürich
Isabella Steppan, 22nd April
Bildgewaltig inszeniert Floris Visser Jules Massenets Oper; Elsa Dreisig und Piotr Beczała erobern als unglückseliges
Liebespaar Herzen und Ohren.

****1
WEITERE KRITIKEN...
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Akie Amou: Liebe
Lachen erwünscht:
zur Musik und Wissen Merkwürdigkeiten
weitergeben
und Humor in der
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Die unerzählte
Geschichte: Orfeo
Uncut feiert Premiere
in Norwegen

Laura Servidei
Mathematician, science nerd, translator of popular science books, obsessed opera fan since the teen
years. Day job: business analyst in a software house developing systems for the financial industry.
Amateur choral singer. Main musical interests: baroque music and Italian opera. Originally from Italy,
currently based in Sweden. I make a mean eggplant parmesan.
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